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Abstract
All good conferences engender debate and argument, and the Second International Conference of
Caribbean Women Writers, held in Trinidad in April 1990 was no exception. Sue Greene's report on the
conference mentions a certain amount of 'wrangling' between authors and critics as to which group
should be shown 'more deference', even though the interdependence of the two was also clearly
acknowledged (534). Personally, I feel such jockeying for position to be a wasteful and divisive exercise:
given the continued tendency to 'exoticize' Caribbean literature in the international market, and to treat
women's writing as a trendy- but still marginal - subset within this corpus, our united task must be to give
women's literary voices the widest possible hearing.
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All good conferences engender debate and argument, and the Second
International Conference of Caribbean Women Writers, held in Trinidad
in April 1990 was no exception. Sue Greene's report on the conference
mentions a certain amount of 'wrangling' between authors and critics as
to which group should be shown 'more deference', even though the interdependence of the two was also clearly acknowledged (534). Personally,
I feel such jockeying for position to be a wasteful and divisive exercise:
given the continued tendency to 'exoticize' Caribbean literature in the
international market, and to treat women's writing as a trendy- but still
marginal - subset within this corpus, our united task must be to give
women's literary voices the widest possible hearing.
In this task, critical scholarship is vital. It may be that authorial suspicion
of the practice of literary criticism has to do with more than competing
egos. Greene cites 'a well-established author' at the conference stating, 'I'm
never coming back to one of these things. It's all about ideology. There's
110 discussion about art' (536). Presumably, this author had missed the
many papers that dealt with what Greene terms 'comparative, psychological, colonialist, structuralist, and feminist readings of texts' (536). Surely
a detailed 'reading' of a text, examining its mechanics, sources, influences
llld interpretations constitutes a 'discussion about art'? Perhaps the author
question was concerned that such readings were informed by political
messages, subsuming examination of literary technique to ideological exegesis? Whatever her actual misgivings, the complaint points to a paradigm I want to question here: the supposed dichotomy between art and
teleology. Unfortunately, my discussion is limited to women's fiction from
tbe anglophone Caribbean, not being competent to make claims for other
IJeiS. Nonetheless, the issues are, I think, relevant for the entire region.
Greene (536) considers that 'the relationship between art and ideology
was not explored at this conference'. Well, perhaps not explicitly; but I
doubt anyone could deny that Caribbean women's writing is crucially
informed by ideology. Indeed, Eagleton (22) maintains that '[l]iterature, in
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the meaning of the word we have inherited, is an ideology. It has the most
intimate relations to questions of social power'. For him, ideology consists
of 'the ways in which what we say and believe connects with the powerstructure and power-relations of the society we live in' (14). Caribbean
women writers too, inevitably interact with 'power-structures' in their
societies (which happen to be post-colonial patriarchies) and, explicitly or
otherwise, this interaction shapes what they say in their art. As Ashcroft,
Griffiths and Tiffin paraphrase Althusser (170) all 'subjects are interpellated (called into being) within ideologies and ... this is inescapable'.
Indeed, several Caribbean women writers are not only aware of the id~
logical nature of their art, but expressly recognize- as does Merle Hodge
(202) - that 'there is no fundamental contradiction between art and activism. Acknowledging 'the power of the creative word to change the world'
(202), Hodge is quite open about the political thrust of her fiction. Ema
Brodber too, specifies the 'activist intentions' of her writing (164). Lauretta
Ngcobo's lines, which serve as an epigraph to an essay in Motherlands (ed.
Nasta, 290), are appropriate here: 'Out of our acrid neighbourhoods
springs this rioting literature. It is not art for art's sake; its vibrance and
immediacy are intended to forge unity and wrench a new identity.'
And, as Toril Moi (1991,82) suggests, 'the study of a female tradition in
literature ... is surely more than a methodological choice: it is an urgent
political necessity.' So critics, as well as writers, are ideologically motivated. Moi notes that a reader may find a work of art 'aesthetically valuable
but politically distasteful'; however, it is important to realize that 'aesthetic
value judgements are [themselves] historically relative and ... deeply imbricated in political value judgements' (85). All readings then, are in some
sense political. A feminist reading- which is one obvious way of reading
Caribbean women's writing- simply acknowledges this fact and seeks to
deconstruct an opposition between the political and the aesthetic so that
one becomes 'aware of the politics of aesthetic categories as well as of the
implied aesthetics of political approaches to art' (86).
Nevertheless, it would appear that at least some Caribbean women
writers resist political labels, seeing them as limiting or inappropriate. To
be termed a 'feminist author' may offend a woman writer who considers
that her political context is not adequately represented in certain schools
of 'international' feminism. In addition, as Mordecai and Wilson point out,
the short fiction in their anthology cannot be said to have straight feminist
agendas, since issues of gender are clearly bound up with issues of race
and class (1989, xii). Elsewhere (1988), I have attempted to explore political
orientations in a sample of Jamaican women's short stories, concluding
that a strong feminist 'agenda' was held in common. However, this polit·
ical orientation is one specific to the Caribbean: Anglo-American and EUJ"&
pean feminist theories sometimes neglect or make rigid pre-suppositions
about cultural, nationalistic and racial concerns that are central to the
work of writers in this region.
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Thus, while I would wish to stress the impossibility of separating political ideology from aesthetic judgement, exploration of ideological currents
-feminist and otherwise- in Caribbean women's writing must be sensitively aware of the specifics of the cultural context.
But there is a further implication in the quoted disparagement of 'ideology' which relates to authorial unease with critical presentations: a disbust of theory, particularly 'imported' literary theory. No doubt many
writers would sympathize with Barbara Christian's reflection (xi) that
'when I read much literary criticism today, I wonder if the critic has read
the book, since so often the text is but an occasion for espousing his or her
philosophical [ideological/ theoretical] point of view- revolutionary black,
feminist or socialist programme'. While there is no doubt that there is bad,
dogmatic criticism, one must still ask from what other perspective than
'his/her point of view' can a critic speak? Indeed, the introduction from
which this quote is taken is itself a statement of Christian's own ideological/thE'oretical positions. After all, as Eagleton (194) reminds us, literary theory is 'indissociably bound up with political beliefs and ideological
values', in spite of any pretence at offering 'objective' or 'universal' insights, literary theories are based on particular doctrines relating to the
Interests of particular groups. The idea that there are 'non-political' forms
of criticism, he insists, is simply a myth used to further certain political
uses of literature all the more effectively (209).
What are the objections raised to theory? Caribbean women's writing
shares with other post-colonial literatures a distrust of the 'rarefied' nature
of literary theory: as Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin observe with Lyotard
(165), in some 'oral societies where narrative dominates, ways of knowing
are legitimized as a product of actual social relations and not valorized
and reified as a separate "objective" category above and beyond other categories'. In addition, they quote Soyinka censoring the native critic who
adopts European theory wholesale, never stopping 'to consider whether
or not the universal verities of his new doctrine are already contained in,
or can be elicited from the world-view and social structures of his own
people' (165). They note that European theory- even the idea of ' theory'
-has been rejected as irredeemably Eurocentric (and, for feminists, male)
In its assumptions and political effects (180). Finally, they warn of the
dangerous tendency of theoretical reincorporation of post-colonial texts
'into a new internationalist and universalist paradigm' (155-6). Abruna
(278) cites Ketu Katrak's reference to this appropriation of post-colonial
lexts as 'raw material' for the production of literary theory and warns
using 'prescriptive models' in interpreting West Indian women's
Lemmuel Johnson (119) voices the common accusation that most wellknown feminist critics 'focus on white women in literature and theory'
while Sylvia Wynter (355-6) rejects 'feminism' and 'womanism' as critical
methodologies because of their Eurocentric bases, arguing instead the
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primacy of the variable 'race' in Caribbean women's writing. Sue Greene's
report on the 1991 conference (537) includes Cliff Lashley's charge that
'international feminism' may do as much damage to this writing as Marxist criticism has done, suggesting that both discourses can be guilty of 'the
sin of self-reflexive neo-colonialism'. Indeed, Greene herself suggests (538)
that 'for now, literary critics can best serve the study of Caribbean
women's literature by expanding their concept of literature and by looking
more deeply at the world from which it has arisen [?] than by applying
critical theories of any kind'.
What emerges from these comments is a concept of literary theory as an
'objective', universalizing, monolithic system, taking no account of local
exceptions to its rules, a system which is unreflectingly adopted by critics
and which, because it is Eurocentric and thus antithetical to the cultural
and epistemological context of the Caribbean, has no insights of value to
offer; instead, theory simply absorbs literary texts, regurgitating them as
so much statistical evidence for its pronouncements. No wonder Caroline
Rooney (101) images critical discourse
as a colonising or imperialist discourse: one which annexes its textual object in
order to perpetuate itself, institutionalise itself and its attendant ideological
assumptions ... [and) involves the subjection of not only the particular text but its
'world' or cultural and historical context to the homogenising standards and inter·
ests of the so-called 'first' world.

However, I feel such a view of theory does a disservice to both theoretical practitioner and writer in the Caribbean, implying a 'native' passivity
and inability to engage with and, if necessary, resist domination by 'imported' critical models. The suggestion is that the critic either 'sells out'
entirely to 'Western' theory, willingly internalizing the hegemonic racist/
patriarchal foundations of the discourse, or simply refuses to engage with
the colonizing, monolithic monster at all, thus allowing the dominant discourse unopposed rule in the face of silence. The text, for its part, is helpless to resist appropriation and has no inherent strategies for resisting this
heavy-handed manipulation. Rather than accept this scenario of powerlessness, I would like to express some alternative views.
It is necessary, first, to address the indictment of feminism as an alien
theoretical/ideological phenomenon. Rhoda Reddock (61) acknowledges
that in post-colonial territories hardly any 'other word in modern times
has been so vilified for its European origins as feminism', but she goes on
to show that feminism is not a recent import into the Caribbean. Indeed,
the 'modern women's movement in the English-speaking Caribbean is the
continuation of a rich struggle for women's emancipation ... firmly based
within the sociopolitical and historical context of this region' (63). By
feminism, she means 'the awareness of the subordination and exploitation
of women in society and the conscious action to change that situation'
(62); different feminists vary in their understanding of the problem and on
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the strategies necessary for the solution. For example, in the Caribbean the
struggle for the amelioration of women has been traditionally linked to
struggles for racial equality and human dignity (77). Greene's reference
(537) to Margaret Watt's (in fact, she means Belinda Edmonson's) presentation at the last conference - the only one that 'analyzed with any
thoroughness the concept of a peculiarly Caribbean feminism'- underlines
the notion that such a thing exists, and that feminist theory in the region
is well on the way to indigenization.
Then there is the charge that contemporary 'western' theory -like deconstruction - is largely irrelevant to our post-colonial situation. But, as
Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin point out (165), contemporary European
criticism tends to 'dismantle assumptions about language and textuality
and to stress the importance of ideological construction in social-textual
relations', methodologies which find 'echoes in post-colonial texts. The
concerns of these discourses are therefore increasingly interactive and
mutually influential' (165). Further, both Caribbean feminist and deconstructive approaches share an insistence on questioning the received order,
exploring political and other structures that support the dominant discourse, not least by interrogating the necessary rightness of binary
opposites (man as presence/woman as lack). Finally, a theory like deconstruction which holds central the tenet that all discourses, including theoretical ones, contain the seeds of their own destabilization, can hardly be
accused of being inherently monolithic and universalizing!
This leads on to the objection to theory as an alien, 'objective', scientific
knowledge which may be at odds with the epistemology of some cultures,
especially in oral societies. However, it seems to me that where contemporary European, post-colonial and Caribbean feminist theory overlap is
in a constant investigation and relativizing of all 'ways of knowing'. Bill
Ashcroft (25), for example, questions the whole notion of an essentially
female or 'authentic' national identity, positing instead that in a creole
culture, the constant process of syncretism works to evade attempts at defining 'uniquely distinguishing characteristics'. Going further, he suggests
that this 'openness to the continuing deferral of cultural identity' (33)- the
constant play between, say, race, class, gender, caste and class markers leads us to consider the term 'female' (like 'national') as a fundamentally
arbitrary designation, preparing the way for full recognition of plurality
and multiplicity rather than 'objective', scientific categorization.
Toril Moi (1986, 212-14) makes a similar point, citing Kristeva's refusal to
define femininity as a necessary defence against essentialism. Instead,
is considered (as could 'Caribbean', 'Third World') as 'that
is marginalised by the patriarchal symbolic order' (212). Again, we
the insistence in contemporary theoretical orientations on the relativity
of judgement: 'What is perceived as marginal at any given time depends
on the position one occupies' (213). When women (or blacks) are marginally positioned in the symbolic order, and construed by patriarchy (or
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Eurocentrism) as the limit, the border-line of that order- both necessary
frontier between civilized man and chaos and merging with that chaos
outside- they can be represented in fiction as possessing a pure innocent
nature and as the 'heart of darkness'. Neither, of course, is essentially true
of blacks/women (213); but only attention to the 'ways of knowing' that
constructed them as such can de-privilege epistemologies and question
fundamental presuppositions generally held to be 'true'.
Importantly, however, Moi introduces a practical note when she discusses Kristeva's refusal of the binary opposition of male/female as a
matter of metaphysics: for 'as long as patriarchy is dominant, it still
remains politically essential for feminists to defend women as women in
order to counteract the patriarchal oppression that precisely despises
women as women' (214). In other words, one can balance a radically transformative theoretical awareness of the metaphysical nature of gender
identities (in order to avoid 'an inverted form of sexism', or essentialism)
with conscious political awareness of gender inequality.
Hazel Carby (16), noting that black feminist theory 'shares a structural
and conceptual pattern of questions and issues with other modes of feminist inquiry', insists on the rejection of 'essential and ahistorical' reliance for
definition simply on common or shared experience. Carby too, calls for a
theory that focuses on multiplicity and plurality, 'a feminist critical prac·
tice that pays particular attention to the articulation of gender, race and
class' in 'the cultural productions of black women intellectuals' (17). Like
Moi, her work repudiates simplistic categorizations of identity - 'Black
feminist criticism has too frequently been reduced to an experiential
relationship that exists between black women as critics and black women
as writers who represent black women's reality' (16) - while remaining
rooted in a 'materialist account' of the 'social relations' that inscribe black
women. We can see in common here a multicultural theoretical stance
firmly indigenized in the material context of Caribbean women writer's
texts. Such a methodology, it seems to me, escapes the dilemma outlined
by Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (164-165): how to avoid 'the two extremes
of a national or racial [or gender] essentialism ... and an international
posture which denies "self-apprehension"'.
Finally, we must address the perception of imported theory as seeking
to colonize Caribbean women's literary texts, aided by the naive critic who
absorbs and disseminates 'foreign' standards and the writing itself as a
malleable literary entity with no intrinsic powers of resistance to this
manipulation and appropriation. I suggest the point made by Ashcroft,
Griffiths and Tiffin (180) is a useful rebuttal of the above misrepresentation of critical practice: critical texts, they think, 'as well as creative
texts are products of post-colonial hybridity. In fact, it is arguable that to
move towards a genuine affirmation of multiple forms of native "differ·
ence", we must recognize that this hybridity will continue'. Their book is
a cogent demonstration of the ways in which indigenous theories interact
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and overlap with other models, and of how critics in the Caribbean,
among other territories, don' t simply assume the truth of 'imported' theory
but adapt and modify it, argue against it, and force it into counterdiscursive roles. Arun Mukherjee actually practices what she preaches (45)
in her article, arguing the need to 'dismantle the prison hold of binaries
and work for theoretical perspectives that can come to grips with the
pluralistic and heterogeneous nature of the 'socio-ideological' discourse of
post-colonial cultures'.
In addition, it can be argued that certain theories - feminism and postcolonialism, for example - are essentially anti-authoritarian, and tend to
be wary of reincorporating texts into intellectual orthodoxy (Ashcroft, 24).
However, even if we do see theory misused as a 'colonizing' force, Caroline Rooney (112-114) shows that texts can resist appropriation, assimilation into critical orthodoxy by, for example, parodying the critical stance
and thus preempting interpretation, or refusing to privilege and exclude
categories. She demonstrates that certain women's texts constantly and unpredictably revise themselves, reworking meanings and creating paradoxes
that are not necessarily contradictions (118). The text then, can serve as a
aitique which interrogates that which seeks to interrogate it (121).
Claire Harris's strong statement of herself as a writer who refuses appropriation and assimilation (306-309) is matched by the critical practice of
scholars like Susheila Nasta, who insists that creative dialogue between
theoretical currents and literary texts can exist: Western feminist theories
current in "First World" audiences need not simply appropriate these
writings to elucidate their biases but ... can "illuminate" the texts'
(xvi-xvii). Indeed, she feels the give-and-take - the 'double discourse ...
often at work between the cultural values encoded in the text itself and
the individual critic's particular cultural baggage' (xvii) - can be a
mutually educational experience.
It seems to me that several critics of Caribbean and 'diaspora' women's
literature are working toward a similar theoretical position, one which
paradoxically refuses rigid definition. Elaine Fido's model of a crossroads
space (30) from which writers and critics choose directions and chart their
own paths, is similar to the model suggested by Claudia Tate (xvii) and
echoes Mordecai and Wilson's description of the 'complex of ... crissO'OSSing valuings' (1989, xiii) that characterizes Caribbean women's fiction.
As Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin see it (104) the inclusiveness of such
literary vision is ultimately subversive of the status quo:
The syncretic is validated by the disappearance of the 'centre', and with no 'centre'
the marginal becomes the formative constituent of reality. Discourses of marginality
such as race, gender, psychological 'normalcy', geographical and social distance,
political exclusion, intersect with a view of reality which supersedes the geometric
distinction of centre and margin and replaces it with a sense of the complex, interweaving and syncretic accretion of experience.
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Others have called attention to the inclusiveness of the Caribbean woman
writer's literary tradition. Balutansky's review of Her True True Name
makes the point that there can never be one single 'authentic' Caribbean
voice, female or otherwise, and generalizations about Caribbean female
identity must recognize the centrality of diversity. Like other scholars, she
calls attention to the variety of voices and styles in literature by women
of the region, women who 'may share a common history of colonialism,
and many other experiences, but the interplay of these various heritages
creates a new tum' in the way they each experience their world (546). Sue
Greene admits that Caribbean women's writing defies easy definitions of
any kind (536). Pamela Mordecai's 'prismatic form', an exciting concept
she has been refining for some time, speaks to the type of inclusiveness
described above. For Mordecai (1986), 'prismatic consciousness' is the disposition to perceive and construe experience in terms of (sometimes unresolved) pluralities; 'the impulse to pluralities [usually] restrained by a
manner of knowing essentially linear' as she explains in her forward to
Davies and Fido's Out of the Kumbla (viii). Mordecai feels that such a refraction of experience and perception, one that pays attention to the multifaceted nature of perception, is an important feature of Caribbean women's
writing, although of course it owes much to the reality of syncretism
which characterizes Caribbean societies. The fascinating way women
writers slide across codes and registers of language, she notes, is one
aspect of this many-sided vision.
What is evident here is an awareness of and attention to a special sense
of inclusive, fluid diversity in Caribbean writing by women. Davies and
Fido's introduction to Out of the Kumbla (17) notes a similar plurality in
critical methodology among the contributors who are 'engaged multiplevoicedly with both the female condition and its affirmation as well as the
critique of the politics of imperialism and marginalization' (18).
And so we return to ideology! It seems to me that Caribbean women
writers, in general, are implicitly committed to an ideology of change, to
the necessity for exposing and subverting inequalities in their societies and
- sometimes - suggesting ways in which transformations might come
about. Their fiction also transforms consciousness, communicating a certain
'way of knowing' that deconstructs oppositionals on which imperial and
patriarchal power largely depend for power: in their writing we see, with
Rhys, that 'there is always the other side. Always'. I also feel that critics
who read and study and teach this literature share the ideological goals
of the writers, and the irreverent, 'deconstructive' way of thinking that
adopts and adapts theoretical strategies at will in the service of such ideology. Recognizing this unity-in-diversity, I trust we can transcend the type
of 'wrangling' mentioned by Sharon Chako (334): '[a]ccomplishment by
other women seems to threaten our own little slice of the pie, and we
draw apart in unhealthy rivalry.'
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Further, given the multicultural nature of the region, the syncretism of
our creole cultures and languages, and the disparate voices and songs of
Caribbean women writers who are products of such a 'mixed bag', I
suggest we apply a little more tolerance of theoretical experimentation.
Understandably, writers distrust misused or rigidly appropriative criticism: such 'colonizing' tendencies are anathema to a fictional discourse
that embraces pluralities and to which complexity is fundamental. So
rather than attempt to construct one theoretical model or another, I have
suggested the need for synthetic theoretical approaches which can and do
take account of the multiplicity, complexity, and the intersection of apparently conflicting orientations which we find in the writing. As Moi (1991,
87) notes, feminists have politicized almost all existing critical methods
and approaches; as theorists of Caribbean literature by women, a similar
policy of unapologetic indigenizing appropriation might be recommended,
an approach which combines methodological heterogeneity and ideological
commonality while refusing to be ultimately formalized, boxed, labelled
under any one 'ism'.
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